TradeNeXusSM

TradeNeXus is our award-winning suite of post-trade solutions that facilitates automated exception-based management of foreign exchange (FX) transactions for confirmation, settlement and clearing.

Product Overview

Once transactions are executed on FX Connect, they can be confirmed and settled through the TradeNeXus platform. This automation increases efficiency, reduces risk and allows for an improved workflow experience.

TradeNeXus also acts as a messaging platform to custodians, agents and counterparties, and communicates trade details and settlement instructions via real-time SWIFT messaging.

Users have access to a consolidated view of all their post-trade activities in a single easy to use dashboard. This brings efficiency across managing post-trade matching, reconciliations and reporting requirements, including settlement-enriched SWIFT messaging to external parties.

TradeNeXus provides all the elements for timely and effective trade confirmation and settlement.

Innovative Solutions

In today’s FX market, the landscape continues to change with additional regulatory requirements and further need for transparency.

Solution: TradeNeXus CLSTradeMonitor Partnership Service

TradeNeXus is among the first post-trade services to partner with CLS to integrate CLSTradeMonitor information directly into TradeNeXus’ centralized post-trade dashboard. This gives asset managers a holistic view of all CLS settlements across their accounts and CLS Member Custodians.

TradeNeXus will continuously poll CLS for transactions submitted to CLS for all CLS Enabled Accounts, and display the CLS Status of client transaction directly inside of the TradeNeXus application. This means that TradeNeXus clients would no longer need to monitor individual custodian portals to view critical CLS settlement information.
Solution: TradeNeXus Clearing Connectivity
Uncleared margin rules (UMR) for non-cleared derivatives is driving buy-side clients to review their workflows and ability to route transactions for FX clearing.

To meet this market demand, TradeNeXus has designed a solution that allows clients to transition to this new market environment with as little disruption as possible.

TradeNeXus offers the flexibility to send trades for clearing based on individual trade instruction or use of the platform’s clearing rules engine.

Solution: Front-to-Back – Charles River Development Integration
State Street acquired Charles River Development in 2018 and launched State Street Alpha®, a unique data and functionality service for clients’ front, middle and back-office operations.

As a part of this front-to-back initiative, TradeNeXus is currently working with Charles River to directly integrate to the CRD platform.

To learn more about TradeNeXus, e-mail: sales@fxconnect.com tradenexusproduct@statestreet.com
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Disclaimers and Important Risk Information
State Street Global Markets® is the business name and a registered trademark of State Street Corporation®, and is used for its financial markets business and that of its affiliates. The FX Connect MTF and TradeNeXus (formerly known as “FX Connect Trade Services”) products and services are only offered to Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties in the European Economic Area through State Street Global Markets International Limited, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FX Connect and TradeNeXus (formerly known as “FX Connect Trade Services”) may be offered to institutional investors in certain other jurisdictions, including the United States of America by FX Connect LLC, State Street GlobalLink Asia Pacific Ltd. and State Street Bank and Trust Company. Products and services may not be available in all jurisdictions. Details about the extent of our regulation including by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. Certain foreign exchange transactions including spot and certain forward transactions are not regulated in all jurisdictions.

This document is for marketing and/or informational purposes only, it does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies or tax and legal status, nor does it purport to be comprehensive or intended to replace the exercise of a client’s own careful independent judgement regarding any corresponding investment decision. This document and the information herein does not constitute investment, legal, or tax advice and is not a solicitation to buy or sell securities or intended to constitute any binding contractual arrangement or commitment by State Street to provide securities services. The information provided herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable at the time of publication, nonetheless, we cannot guarantee nor do we make any representation or warranty as to its accuracy and you should not place any reliance on said information. State Street Global Markets hereby disclaims all liability, whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, for any losses, liabilities, damages, expenses or costs arising, either direct or consequential, from or in connection with the use of this document and/or the information herein.

Clients should be aware of the risks of participating in trading foreign exchange, fixed income or derivative instruments or in investments in non-liquid or emerging markets. Derivatives generally involve leverage and are therefore more volatile than their underlying cash investments. Clients should be aware that products and services outlined herein may put their capital at risk. Further, past performance is no guarantee of future results and, where applicable, returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.

This communication is not intended for retail clients, nor for distribution to, and may not be relied upon by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation. This publication or any portion hereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the prior written consent of State Street Global Markets. GL FXC 2020-01.

To learn how State Street looks after your personal data, visit: http://www.statestreet.com/utility/data-processing-and-privacy-notice.html
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